WARNING
Please read these instructions carefully before assembling your ottoman.
It is advisable that two people are present at the time of assembly.
DO NOT jump on the frame.
DO NOT use this bed unless all items are fixed securely.
If the bed is placed on a non-carpeted floor please ensure something is placed between the feet and the floor to stop the frame moving.
The ottoman can hold a mattress up to the weight of 45kg. If the mattress is too heavy it may make the ottoman more difficult to lift.
The ottoman comes with its own base (floating floor) which is NOT designed to hold heavy items, using items that are too heavy may
cause damage to the base of the ottoman.
When lifting and pushing the ottoman lid, be sure to stand at the foot end at the centre of the bed, if the ottoman bed is lifted from the
side it may cause it to lock and not lift up and down correctly.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Fix casters (wheels) x8 (A) into each corner of the two frames into the holes provided, the casters are made to fit tightly so may require
some force to fit correctly.
2. Pistons x2 marked (B) connect to the frame simply by pushing the clips onto the bracket. (Note: The pistons come pre-installed and just
need clipping to the base. The pistons may appear different to the image on the diagram this is perfectly normal; the pistons come pre
installed at the correct position, with no need for adjustment)
3. Push the bases together as shown in the diagram above, fixing together with an M8 screw provided (C).
4. Ensure the lids of the Ottoman are also pushed together and fixed using the M8 screw provided (D).
5. Once the pistons are clipped into position for the first time the lid of the ottoman may be difficult to push down, this is completely
normal and is due to the air needing to be expelled, once the lid has been pushed down for the first time the ottoman will be easier to lift
up and down in the future.
The weight of the mattress will keep the ottoman in its closed position, the pistons aid in the opening of the ottoman when storing items.
INCLUDES: 8 x casters (A), 2 x M8 screws (C,D).
NOTE: T-nuts are pre installed into the base for the screws to fasten into. The headboard fittings are located approx 6 inches from the
sides of the base. If the ottoman lid is slightly out of alignment, this can be remedied by loosening screws (diagram B) moving, and
retightening.

